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While waiting for her train next to Makoto, who was waiting for Kotonoha, she has him talking about how he can repay her for all of her help. Itou
Makoto A student in class 1-3 of Sakakino Academy. Makoto has been admiring a girl he has seen on the train. As she snoops for his cell phone
while talking to him, she discovers his crush and vows to help him until Kotonoha agrees to go out with him. Katsura Kotonoha A first-year
student in 1-4, the school days hq h scene download next to Makoto's. Due to new seating in his class, he ends up next to Sekai Saionji, a nosy,
but sweet and sincere girl. Before leaving for her train, she kisses him and cries when she boards the way home. She has been interested in
Makoto ever since she noticed him watching her, and when Sekai convinces him to ask her out, she accepts. Kotonoha happily arrives for her
date with Makoto shortly after. Sekai is a cheerful and outgoing girl who always tries to keep the mood bright, though some students find her a bit
of a busybody. School Days HQ Download Edition Relation Title School Days HQ Download Edition Type Complete Language English
Publication Non-free, commercial Platform Windows Medium Internet download Resolution 800x600 Voiced Fully voiced Animation Story: All
scenes fully animated, Ero scenes: All scenes fully animated Released 2012-08-06 Age rating 18+ Censoring May include optical censoring e.
Saionji Sekai Makoto's classmate.

School Days
Itou Makoto A student in class 1-3 of Sakakino Academy. Drifting through a monotonous everyday life, he finds himself drawn towards the
beautiful girl who shares his train to school. A shy person when it comes to romance, he is content to just watch her from a distance - but with
Sekai's support, that uneventful life begins to change. Katsura Kotonoha A first-year student in 1-4, the class next to Makoto's. Due to her striking
appearance, Kotonoha has become a shy girl who is uncomfortable around men. She is disliked by the girls in her class, and distanced from the
boys, who prevent each other from approaching her. She has been interested in Makoto ever since she noticed him watching her, and when Sekai
convinces him to ask her out, she accepts. Saionji Sekai Makoto's classmate. Sekai is a cheerful and outgoing girl who always tries to keep the
mood bright, though some students find her a bit of a busybody. She has many secret admirers like Taisuke who are attracted to her cute features
and buoyant personality, but every man who has tried to approach her has failed.
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When Sekai finally gets them together, she realizes her own feelings after finding out that the person Kotonoha liked was, in fact, Makoto. Itou
Makoto A student in class 1-3 of Sakakino Academy. As she snoops for his cell phone while talking to him, she discovers his crush and vows to
help him until Kotonoha agrees to go out with him. Kotonoha happily arrives for her date with Makoto shortly after. With all three main characters
carrying different expressions on their faces, the story begins. She has many secret admirers like Taisuke who are attracted to her cute features and
buoyant personality, but every man who has tried to approach her has failed. Drifting through a monotonous everyday life, he finds himself drawn
towards the beautiful girl who shares his train to school. She has been interested in Makoto ever since she noticed him watching her, and when
School days hq h scene download convinces him to ask her out, she accepts. Sekai is a cheerful and outgoing girl who always tries to keep the
mood bright, though some students find her a bit of a busybody. A shy person when it comes to romance, he is content to just watch her from a
distance - but with Sekai's support, that uneventful life begins to change. Katsura Kotonoha A first-year student in 1-4, the class next to Makoto's.
School Days HQ Download Edition Relation Title School Days HQ Download Edition Type Complete Language English Publication Non-free,
commercial Platform Windows Medium Internet download Resolution 800x600 Voiced Fully voiced Animation Story: All scenes fully animated,
Ero scenes: All scenes fully animated Released 2012-08-06 Age rating 18+ Censoring May include optical censoring e. Makoto has been
admiring a girl he has seen on the train.
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Katsura Kotonoha A first-year student in 1-4, the class next to Makoto's. She is disliked by the girls in her class, and distanced from the boys,
who prevent each other from approaching her. Before leaving for her train, she kisses him and cries when she boards the way home. She has been
interested in Makoto ever since she noticed him watching her, and when Sekai convinces him to ask her out, she accepts. Makoto has been
admiring a girl he has seen on the train. That girl is Kotonoha Katsura, and he even managed to take a photo of her with his cell phone. Their
relation had been changed in the season, and turned into three love stories.

Itou Makoto
She has been interested in Makoto ever since she noticed him watching her, and when Sekai convinces him to ask her out, she accepts. Katsura
Kotonoha A first-year student in 1-4, the class next to Makoto's.

When Sekai finally gets them together, she realizes her own feelings after finding out that the person Kotonoha liked was, in fact, Makoto. Due to
her striking appearance, Kotonoha has become a shy girl who is uncomfortable around men. Sekai is a cheerful and outgoing girl who always tries
to keep the mood bright, though some students find her a bit of a busybody. Drifting through a monotonous everyday life, he finds himself drawn
towards the beautiful girl who shares his train to school. Due to new seating in his class, he ends up next to Sekai Saionji, a nosy, but sweet and
sincere girl. She is disliked by the girls in her class, and distanced from the boys, who prevent each other from approaching her. Their relation had
been changed in the season, and turned into three school days hq h scene download stories. That girl is Kotonoha Katsura, and he even managed
to take a photo of her with his cell phone. While waiting for her train next to Makoto, who was waiting for Kotonoha, she has him talking about
how he can repay her for all of her help. With all three main characters carrying different expressions on their faces, the story begins. She has many
secret admirers like Taisuke who are attracted to her cute features and buoyant personality, but every man who has tried to approach her has
failed. Saionji Sekai Makoto's classmate.

